Abstract-Most of the previous works on distributed space-time coding assume that there is no direct link between the source and the destination, which means that the source is not actively involved in cooperation. In order to present the benefits that can be extracted when the source is actively involved in cooperation, we propose a source-assisting (SA) strategy for distributed orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal space-time block coded cooperative multi-hop networks. We adopt a two time-slot protocol using the decode-and-forward model, where in the first time slot, the source transmits while the relay and destination nodes all receive, and in the second time slot, the source and relay nodes transmit and the destination node receives. Numerical and simulation results show that our SA strategy exhibits improved diversity performance compared to the conventional distributed orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal designs, at the expense of slightly increased complexity of the ML detector. An explanation on the modified structure of the ML detector is provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing interest in Adhoc and wireless sensor network technologies has led to extensive research aimed at extending the benefits of spatial diversity in multiple antenna systems, to the single antenna nodes of multi-hop networks. This paradigm is referred to as 'cooperative diversity' where the nodes that constitute multi-hop networks are made to share their single antennas thereby creating a virtual multiple antenna array. Different strategies have been employed to implement cooperative diversity in multi-hop networks of which repetition-based coding [1] [2] and distributed space time block codes (DSTBC) [3] [4] appear to be the most popular. However, the sub-optimum bandwidth performance of repetition-based coding has instigated further development of DSTBC algorithms.
The idea of DSTBC is based on employing space time block codes (STBC) originally designed for multiple antenna systems, in a distributed fashion for multi-hop networks. This idea was first introduced by Laneman et al in [5] for two major models; the decode-and-forward (DF) model where the intermediate node decodes the information signal received from the source node before retransmission and the amplifyand-forward (AF) model where the intermediate node simply amplifies the received signal before retransmission. These two major models have been extensively employed in the design of relaying protocols for cooperative networks.
As space-time codes designed for multiple antenna systems become readily extendable to the distributed nature of multi-hop networks, many researchers exploit this idea by extending the STBC designs to single antenna multi-hop networks and investigate the performance. In [6] for example, the authors propose distributed GABBA codes using the AF model where each relay transmits a scaled version of the linear combination of its received symbols, similarly in [7] the authors applied linear dispersion codes in AF cooperative networks and studied the achievable diversity order. In [8] Rajan et al investigated the use of generalized coordinate interleaved orthogonal designs and unitary weight single symbol decodable codes originally developed for multiple antenna systems, their results show satisfactory performance. In [9] the author focused on the design of distributed differential space-time codes for a two-way relay network where the terminals have no knowledge of the fading channels. Similar to our work, in [10] the authors propose the use of orthogonal space time block codes in wireless relay networks, in their work they compare the performance of DSTBC with selection DF models.
In all the aforementioned works, the source node is not involved in cooperation, thus there is no direct link between the source and the destination. However considering that additional benefits can be exploited in terms of diversity and error performance when the source is actively involved in cooperation, we propose a source-assisting (SA) strategy for DF cooperative networks by employing orthogonal and quasiorthogonal STBC originally designed for multiple antenna systems. From this, we model the source-assisting distributed orthogonal STBC (SA-DOSTBC) and the source-assisting distributed quasi-orthogonal STBC (SA-DQOSTBC). Our approach allows us to directly apply the SA strategy on existing STBC used in [11] and [12] originally developed for multiple antenna systems. We first show how to apply the SA strategy on a single relay network subsequently. We then present the benefits that can be achieved when the source is actively involved in cooperation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the considered cooperative network model is presented and the proposed SA strategy is introduced. Design criteria for the SA-DOSTBC and SA-DQOSTBC are given in Section III, while the benefits extracted from the SA strategy are discussed in Section IV. In Section V, simulation results are provided and Section VI concludes the paper. In order to construct a DSTBC at 2 t , the source transmits:
and the th n relay node transmits:
Such that the transmitted signal by the th n relay node is designed to be a linear function of its received signal. The signal received at D assuming perfect CSI is: t . Also, depending on the design of the code matrix, the proposed SA strategy can achieve improved diversity and low complexity ML decoding, this aspect is discussed later.
B. Distributed Quasi-orthogonal Space-time Block Codes
For design of the SA-DQOSTBC, we extend our analysis to a cooperative network with t , we leverage the DQOSTBC design using the QOSTBC design proposed in [12] by Jafarkhani et al in order to generate the structure of matrix G at the receiver, different from [10] we impose our SA strategy such that the codewords are optimally distributed between S and all n R .
We implement the SA-DQOSTBC design only at 2 t such that the source now transmits: and D , and is given as: Where M is the Gramian matrix which dictates the complexity of the decoding algorithm and is given as: 
The h notably +1 compared to the DQSTBC proposed in [10] , however, it does not increase the magnitude of the interfering element 2 β , while still offering improved diversity performance.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS In this section, we show the simulated BER performance of SA-DOSTBC and SA-DQOSTBC and compare with the conventional DOSTBC and DQSTBC. All curves are plotted against the SNR at D alone, and the BER is averaged over 5 10 channel realizations (in the first part). First, the performance of the SA-DOSTBC using BPSK and 16QAM modulation schemes with Gray coding is considered. The results in Fig. 2 show that with BPSK the SA-DOSTBC achieves improved diversity performance of 2dB at BER= 2 
10
− for example in contrast to the performance of the conventional DOSTBC (see results in [4] for comparison). A similar phenomenon can be observed for the BER performance with 16QAM, again we can see that the proposed scheme is about 2dB better than the conventional scheme. This implies that the theoretical result in (14) is consistent with the simulation result, thus we can conclude that the additional information signal received by switching D to receiving mode at 1 t improves the BER performance of the network with negligible decoding complexity penalty.
Next, in Figure 3 we compare the SA-DQOSTBC with conventional DQOSTBC using BPSK and QPSK. Similarly from the results we can conclude that the SA-DQOSTBC outperforms the conventional DQSTBC, for example at BER= 2 
− , the proposed scheme with QPSK has about 1dB improvement. It is also clear that the SA strategy offers more improvement for the orthogonal design in comparison to the quasi-orthogonal design, this is because the implementation of the SA strategy incurs much lower decoding complexity at D for the orthogonal design. VI. CONCLUSION The design of the SA strategy is considered for orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal distributed space-time codes using DF cooperative multi-hop networks. We identify that most works on DSTBC assume there is no direct S D − link and thus ignore the benefits that can be extracted when the source is actively involved in cooperation. In this work, a two time-slot protocol is adopted and the SA design is implemented such that the destination takes advantage of the information signals transmitted from the source in both timeslots. This approach improves the diversity performance of the network at the expense of slightly increased complexity of the ML detector. The DSTBC design criteria is shown for generalized rate one orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal designs, we then provide an explanation on the modified structure of the ML detector and the improved diversity performance achieved by our proposed strategy.
